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Procedural History
This is an Appeal in respect cifthe 2010 Revaluation. It was previously cited for hearing

by a Committee ofthe Panel on12 September 2013. Or24 June 2013 the Appellants'
agents submiued an application for the case to be referred to the Lands Tribunal for

Scotland (LTS). That application was opposed by the Assessor and refused by the
Committee. The Appellants appealed to LTS in respect of the Committee's decision to
refuse to qefer the Appeal to the Tribunal. That Appeal was refused by LTS, the
Tribunal's decision being issued on 28 October 2013. This hearing ofthe Appeal before
a Committee of the Panel was thereafter fixed.

Subiects
The subjects of appeal comprise a Visitor Centre and Castle ruins on the western shore

of Loch Ness, East of Drumnadrochit on the A82 Trunk Road from Inverness to Fort

\r/

Augustus. Access to the subjects is gained from the A82 into a main car park. From
the car park, visitors enter via an entrance/reception rotunda and down into the Visitor
Centre

itself. The rotund a at carpark level is the pay-wall for the attraction and all

visitors must access the attraction at this point. The Visitor Centre sits below the car
park, the car park forming the roof of the Visitor Centre. To the front, the Visitor Centre
opens out to the ruins of the Castle which visitors can explore. The Visitor Centre

comprises

a main public floor of

itself

shop, cafe/restaurant, cinema room

and

exhibition/education space. It is from this level that visitors access the castle ruins. The

lower level comprises staff, administration and storage areas as well ris plant rooms.
The building of the Visitor Centre commenced in January 2000 and it was opened in
the summer of 2002. The ruins date from the 13ft to 1dh Century. The northern Bailey
and Tower are relatively

intact. The southern enclosure comprises only scant remains

of the original buildings.

Valuations & Methodolosy
The Assessor defended his valuation

of f220,000.

This was arrived at by adopting a

hybrid approach. In respect of the castle ruins and caf6lrestaurant the valuation was
based on (differing) percentages of the gross receipts from admissions revenue and
cafe/restaurant income; in respect of the Visitor Centre, the contractors principle

of

valuation was adopted.

The Appellants proposed an alternative valuation of

f 1 13,000. They did so on the basis

of valuing the Appeal Subjects on the comparative principle.

Evidence for the Arrpellants
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I
a) Appellants' Alternative Valuation

The Appellants' approach to the

valuation exerciqe is outlined in their Production

3,A.

-

an email from

Mr Martin

to the Assessor of 26 February 2014. That involved taking 5.5% of the average
receipts for the subjects

-

apartfrom catering

-

in the three years from 2006 to

2009 and adding to that 50% ofthe catering income over the same period. These

two calculationS produce figures of, respectively, f91,916 and f21,645,

a

total

of f,l13,561, which they rounded down to f,l13,000.

In support of this approach to the valuation exercise, Mr Martin spoke to twelve
comparative subjects

-

Production

4B. The comparisons

were ranged across

Scotland from Orkney to Lanarkshire, Dunbartonshire to Angus. Only one

of

those subjects, Fort George, is located in this Valuation Area.

All but two of the comparative
Mills,

subjects, Holyrood Palace and New Lanark

are operated by the Appellants. None of the valuations of the comparative

subjects had been tested before LTS or a Valuation Appeal Committee. Their
values hadbeen arrived atby applying apercentage, varying from2.So/oto 5'5oh,

to the gross receipts

-

less cafelrestaurant receipts

adding the resultant figure to

5Oo/o

- and, where appropriate,

ofthe caf6lrestaurant receipts.

The oornparative srlbjects were all visitor attractions, as were the Appeal
Subjects. Mr Martin had valued the Appeal Subjects on the same basis as the
comparative subjects. That involved valuing the subjects on the basis of a

certain percentage

of

gross receipts as set out

in two Scottish Assessors

Association (SAA) Practice Notes prepared for the 2010 Revaluation

-

Practice

Etc and Practice
Note 24, Valuation of Historic Buildings, Exhibition Rooms,

I

Note 27, Valuation of Visitor Attractions'

range
The percentage utilised by Mr Martin, 5.5Yo, was higher than the

lower end of the range
suggested in Practice Note 24, 2o/o to 5Yo, andat the
Practice Note

in

27, 4Yoto l[Yo.

Notes was' in
The adoption of a valuation methodology based on these Practice

category of
his view, appropriate because the Appeal Subjects fell into the

in this case would
subjects covered by these Practice Notes and their adoption
treatment being
lead to uniform treatment with the comparative subjects, such
a stated aim

b)

of'SAA in issuing Practice Notes'

Comments on Assessor's Valuation

- The Assessor's valuation'

set out in his

in three parts:
valuation sheet, Production 2 in the Appellants' bundle, was

1.

AdmissionRevenue -

f

2.

Restaurant -

f. 19,782

3. Visitor Centre -

Lt83.625

4. Total -

f223.397

1.

19.990

(ror"rnded down to f220,000)

Admission Revenue (in respect of the castle ruins)

-

for this part of the

of f399,808'
valuation the Assessor had used, as the starting point, a figure

Mr Martin

understood this

to have been based on admission

revenue

and to which
assumed by the Assessor to have been of the order of f'600,000

two observations
the Assessor applied a one-third discount. Mr Martin had
admission revenue
about this part of the Assessor's calculation. The total

know
in the tone year was considerably in excess of f,600,000; he did not
how the Assessor had come by a discount of one-third'

2.

Restaurant - Mr Martin did not take exception to this part of the Assessor's
calculation.

3. Visitor centre down

This part of the value of the Appeal Subjects was broken

in the Assessor's valuation, Mr Martin's evidence about this

breakdown was to this effect Gross External Area (GEA)

- Counsel for the Assessor objected

to evidence being taken from Mr Martin challenging the bxtent of the
GEA of the visitor centre because no exception had previously been
the
taken to this and so the Assessor had not been put on fair notice

not
matter was in dispute. In the face of the objection, this line was
persisted in and so the committee took it to be a matter of agreement
that the GEA was 1,607.99 Per m2.

Unit Rate

(ii)

- Mr Martin took the rate of f 1,700 per rn' applied to

the GEA to have been derived from SAA Practice Note 23,paragraph

5.

That provides a table of unit cost rates based on sAA Public

Buildings committee PracticeNote 17 (Valuation of Halls, Etc). The
unit costs there range from f,l,700 per m2 for Category

.

1

Buildings to

fzooper m2 for category 5. In Mr Martin's experience, category

1

had been applied to prestige galleries across Scotland such as the

National Gallery in Edinburgh. The Appeal Subjects were of

a

wholly different character and use and so should not be in Category

1. In any event, the rate of f 1,700 per m2 should not be applied
uniformly across all of the floor area of the Visitor Centre' This is

because, on the lower of the two floors, a substantial arca comprises

what he described as a "service

f

Void". This space is taken up by

offices, stores, machinery and plant rooms and is not finished to the
same standard as the public areas of the

I

.

(iii)

building. The Assessor had

not made allowance for this.
Site Works

- Mr Martin's position was that while the addition of

a percentage for site works was one of a number of recognised
approaches for the valuation of such works, the percentage of 20o/o

adopted

by the Assessor was too high. In his experience,

he

encountered percentages of betwe en 7 .5o/o to l2.5Yo, "maybe l5o/o at

,

a push". The only instance he was aware of where 20Yo hadbeen
applied was at the Faslane Nuclear Submarine Base.

(iv)

Fees

(v)

Site

-

This was agreed.

value - This too was excessive. The land

by the Scottish Government

(ri)
(vii)

De-capitalisation

-

o'some

had been purchased

time ago" for f,100,000.

The rute of S%owas agreed

Age & obsolescence Allowance

-

The rate of 4Yo was agreed but

was, according to Mr Martin, wrongly applied. It ought to have been

,

applied earlier in the calculation so as not to discount items such as
fees and site values.

Mr Martin's position was that there was no need to use the contractors
basis of valuation anylvay but the comparative method of valuation

should be preferred where, as here, comparisons were available.
Furthermore, the general trend among Assessors had been to move
away from hybrid valuations.
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Evidence gf Aqsessor
(a) Assessor's Yaluatiori

- Mr Gillies spoke to this valuation having been prepared

had since retiied'
by a former colleague, Assistant Assessor, Mr Finlayson, who

They were intended
SAA practice Notes were not, he said, to be followed l'slavishly".
and to what extent' their
as guidance for the.valuer who had to consider whether,
particular case.
application was appropriate. in the circumstances of a

to the exercise of valuation is appropriate here due to the distinct
nature of the component parts of the unum quid'

1.

Admission Revenue (in respect of the castle ruins)

-

The starting point for this

to the return of
calculation was a figure of the order of f,600,000. According
Subjects' the
inforryation submitted to the Assessor in relation to the Appeal
was f.707,107
actual Admission Revenue for the year to 31 March 2008

'

'

The

This falls to be
average for that and the two preceding yeals was f.597,326'

the Appellant's
compared to the equivalent corrected figure, derived from
production3,A',offl,035,636.Therefore,thestartingpointfortheAssessor's
that under-estimated
calculation appeared to be a significant under-estimate. To

was to seek to
figure Mr Finlayson had applied a discount of one-third. This
f,rom whom
avoid any element of double counting in respect of those visitors
chose to
admission money was taken at the pay-wall but who subsequently
the ruins
patronise only the restaurant andlor the Visitor Centre, thus avoiding
and the other out of door attractions beyond'
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T

He concedeil io cross-examination,the extent of this discount was not based on

hard and fast figures because such figures were not available' It was a matter
ofjudgement of the valuer. The check valuation which Mr Gillies subsequently
carried out, in his view, verified this and the other elements of the valuation
which had been based on the judgement of the valuer'

-

This part of the calculation was agreed'

2

Restaurant

a

Visitor Centre

J

-

The general approach in applying the contractors principle

of

valuation was, aqcording to Mr Gillies, to apply a uniform unit cost rate to the
:

GEA, "warts and a11". If lower unit cost rates were applied to inferior parts

of

the building, then higher rates would fall to be applied to superior parts' He
could not accept the suggestion the unit cost rate adopted here, f,l,l}O,was too

it

in

category 1, as refefred to in paragraph 5.1 of SAA Practice Note 23, and

as

high. In his view thd standard of finish of the Visitor

Centre placed

defined in paragraph 6.1.1 of Practice Note 17. Further, he took comfort that
the unit cost figure used was not overstated by the fact that the actual build
costs

of f7,000,000 were more than twice the result of his former colleague's

contractors principle calculation.
3a.Site Works

-

Given the extensive nature of the ground works, the Visitor Centre

'being virtually a subterranean structure set into the hillside above the Castle ruins,
he was of the view

that 2}o/owasthe appropriate proportion. He was again fortified

in this viewby the check valuation he undertook.
3b.Fees

-

In the cost retums submitted to his department by Historic Scotland, the

figure actually incurred in fees was in excess of
not an unreasonable figure to adopt.

9Yo and so he

was satisfied 9o/owas

3c.Site Value

- Mi Gillies explained in cross-examination

that 35,006 m2 of the

tl

site was purchased for f 100,000 in 1996. By then a car parking arcahad already
been acquired by compulsory purchase for an unknown amount and the castle ruins

themselves were already occupied by Historic Scotland.. No reliance had been
i

placed on the 1996 purchase price in the process of valuing the Appeal Subjects
because

it was 12 yearc before the tone date. The value of f250,000 placed on the

land was a matter of the exercise of the valuer's judgement. The total area of land
was in excess of 40,000 m2. The lowest valuation rate applied to land in "deep rural

t consider this land fell

into such a lowly category, but even if

it did, this check indicated the value

attributed to the site was not over-stated to any significant degree

3d.De-capitalisation

-

The statutory rate was not in issue.

3e.Age and Obsolescence Allowance
at the correct rate,

-

Mr Gillies agreed that, although applied

it had not been taken into account at the correct

stage of the

calculation. In,his view it ought to have been applied before fees and site value.
However, the effect of the elror was to benefit the Rate Payer.

(b) Check Valuation -

On the basis of accounting information provided to him by

the Appellants' agents in the suflrmer

of 20l3,Mr Gillies carried out a check valuation

on the Receipts and Expenditure basis. He committed that to paper on 17

Apil2014

-

Production R8" The information provided was restricted to Profit and Loss Accounts
for the years 2006

107

,2007108 and 2008109 - Productions R9 and R10. He conceded

that, ideally, one should have more financial information available. However, the
Appellants, he said, could not provide any more than Profit and Loss Accounts for the
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I
three years. In his view, Profit and Loss Accounts were the single most important
element of the accounting information he required.

Mr Gillies also spoke to the valuation approach taken to two comparable subjects in the
Valuation Area, Glencoe Visitor Centre

-

Productions R3 and R4

- and Culloden

Moor

Visitor Centre'- Productions R5 and R6. Both of them involved "new build" Visitor
Centres and both had been valued on the contractors principle, utilising a

Unit Rate of

1,700 m2. Glencoe Visitor Centre had been the subject of an Appeal argued before a

Committee of this Panel in 2004 following its first entry in the Valuation
contractors principle of valuation had then been

(c) Appellants' Alternative Yaluation

approved.

- Mr Gillies

Roll.

The

:

had a number of criticisms of the

Appellants approach to valuation as set out in Production 3A..

(i) Implicit in it was that the hypothetical tenant would,

for an average turnover of

f1.6 million (excluding catering) be prepared to pay an annual rental
5.5Yo

his

of only

of gross income, i.e. less than f92,000. That was inherently unlikely in

view.

Therefore,

if

the alternative valuation were to prevail,

it

would

produce a Rateable Value that was neither fair nor reasonable

(ii) Underlying the approach of the Appellants was the assumption the SAA
Practice Notes were to be slavishly followed. Mr Gillies did not hold to this

view. In his opinion, they were to be utilised

as a sotlrce

of guidance

as and

when, and to the extent, appropriate.

(iii)As for the comparisons cited by the Appellants, all but one of those was outwith this Valuation Area. The only aspect of the various subjects which might
be said to be common to them all was that they could be described as

10

"visitor

attractions". The extent to which they succeeded in attracting visitors varied

/

significantly as did their capacity to generate profit and also their physical

I

layout. Mr Gillies was not aware of the terms of such discussions as had taken
place between the agents and the relevant Assessors which resulted

in

the

Rateable Values in each case being agreed without the need for them to be tested

before LTS or a local Valuation Appeal Committee.

Submissions
,

For The Appellant

Mr Maclver submitted, on behalf'of the Appellants, that where,

as here, a reasoned

Appeal is taken by the Rate Payers against a valuation of the Assessor, the question to
ask is'owhose valuationprovides the correct answer?" On the onus of proof he quoted

from Armour, paragraph 5.25 and 5.26 and the cases cited there, in particular,

j2, especially Lord Patrick at
Dunfermline Corporation -v- Assessor for Fife 1962 SC
page

39; and Drybrough & Co -v- Assessor for Strathclyde Region,1982 SLT 426,

Lord Avonside al page 427. He submitted that the observation by Lord Avonside is
particularly in point in this case given the fact that the Assessor here would appear to
be "out on a limb". He noted that there is no presumption in favour of the Assessor's
proposed valuation.

He reminded the Committee of the statutory definition of net annual value as set out in
Section 6(8) of the Valuation

& Rating (Scotland) Act

1956

- "The rent at whichthe

lands and heritages might reasonably be expected to let from year to year

......".

The

subjects had been valued by the Assessor on aihybrid basis but the Appellants maintain

the subjects ought to have been valued on the comparative principle and in accordance

11

with the guidance provided in the SAA Practice Note 24,with some consideration also
of practice Note 27. He cited the LTS case of Shell UK Exploration and Production
Ltd -v- The Assessor for Grampian Valuation Joint Board 2000 RA 295 atpages 347

to 350 as support for the proposition that the guidance set out in the Practice Notes
of approach across
should be adopted. This would result in a consistency and harmony
the country such as is referred to in Armour paragraph 1-18'

Mr Maclver then took the Committee through the evidence'

He submitted there,ilas no place for the contractors principle of valuation in this case.

He citej another Lands Tribunal case, Roxburghe Estates -v- Assessor for Scottish
Borders Council 2003 (reported

in 2004 Rating Appeals 15) as authority for that

proposition. He referred the Committee to Production 6,{ in the Appellantsi bundle,
being a letter of 3 April 2014tothe Appellants' agents from D N Tulloch, Factor of the

that the principal purposes and functions
,Appellants, as supporting the suggestion

Historic Scotland are not to derive

a

profit. Finally,

of

he referred to the two comparisons

cited by the Assessor'and stated that they would benefit from charitable relief of Rates

,.of 80oZ at least". This meant that there would be less reason for the Rate Payers
concerned to appeal a proposed valuation.

For the Assessor

Mr Clarke began by reminding the Committee of the terms of the Judgement of the
Lord President in the case of Assessor for Borders

-v-

Stobo Castle 2012 CSIH 94,,in

particular paragraphs 20 ta 26. He referred to the references by Mr Martin in evidence
to the use by him of the comparative method of valuation. What Mr Clarke thought Mr

12

Martin meant by this was simply the application of percentageb set out in the Practice
Notes which he contended to.be relevant. This, he concluded, was an attempt to
compare historic visitor attractions by reference to income generated. They were thus

similar to the notion of turnover rents used in licensed premises and, in the Stobo Castle

FIe submitted that even in turnover valuations one has to stand back and check and
censider whether other factors should be taken into account. Here the Appellants were
seeking to apply a scheme,,or perhaps amalgamate two sche fnes, prepared bY members

of the SAA. They had not carried out research to ascertain whether the scheme is
supportable in practice nor to have assessed whether it is appropriate in principle for
ttre Subjects of Appeal. They have used it in negotiations concerning a number of other

properties and they seek to apply it in this case.

Practice Note 24 is for valuation of historic buildings, exhibition rooms, etc. Paragraph
1.1 lists whbt the Practice Note is not appropriate for and paragr aph 1.2 states that care

must be taken in the identification of subjects to which the Practice Note is applied.
Subjects could include monuments and buildings in ruinous or semi-ruinous state and

fumished and occupied stately homes. The operation of the subjects will rarely result
in an annual profit.

He conceded that the ruinous castle part of the Appeal Subjects.would

fit

some of the

profile outlined above. But, he pointed out, the Appeal Subjects are not just the castle,
they are the urntm quid comprising the castle, its grounds

'arrd"avery

clever" Visitor

Centre. The combination was, he said, very successful indeed. The shop turnover was

13

well in excess of half

a

eraged o'er one nrillit-'n
m,rion pounds. Admission receipts ar

the restaurant'
set the net annual value' excluding
pounds. Against that the Appellants
hypothetical tenant
the committee to think about the
at just over fg0.000. He invited
generated over
as the Appellants' These subjects
who couid run the business as well

f

1.5

million in turnover and

so

rental of f92'000
it could not seriously be argued that a

scheme was not appropriate here'
is appropriate. Therefore the SAA

can be applied to
the Assessor that Practice Notes
by
concession
the
He acknowledged
in this
to the valuation of certain subjects
applied
been
had
and
subjects
certain

to saying they should apply to all
Valuation Area. That is not tantamount

subjects

including the APPeal Subjects'

Areas' given
by the Appellants from other valuation
cited
comparisons
the
regards
As

theevidencethatthereareotherhistoricalbuildingsandothervisitorattractionsinthis
required to
that the Appellants would have
valuation Area, Mr Clarke submitted

provideanexplanationastowhythosesubjectsdidnotassistbeforeturningto
in looking at
Furthermore, caution had to be exercised
comparisons from other areas.

entriesintheRollbywayofcomparisonratherthanlookingatrents.TheAppellants.
giving some
Roll appear to be comparisons by
in the
agent had sought to make entries

submission'
entries' That was not' in Mr Clarke's
detail of the negotiation behind the
from one party' That
the committee was only hearing
a legitirnate approach because

party,sunderstandingofthenegotiationprocessmaydifferfromtheotherparty.
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As for the approach of the Assessor, Mr Clarke submitted that neither scheme set out
I'

in the two SAA Practice Notes was appropriate to these subjects and for this reason the
Assessor spoke to a hybrid valuation.

In ,conclusion, the Appellants' valuation method was fundamentally flawed. The
Assessor'S valuation, on the other hand, was logical and, where there may be some
elements of doubt as to actual value, the check valuation by revenue'and expenditure
tended to show that the Assessor's valuation gives the Appellants the benefit of those
doubts.

Decision
There were two principal issues for the'Committee to address - which was the corrept

method of valuation?; and had'that rhethod been properly applied to the facts and
circumstances of this case?

Method of Valuation

.

The case of Roxburghe Estates -v- Assessor for Scottish

Borders Council (LTS 2003) made clear the importance of considering subjects such as
the present appeal subjects according to their own facts and circumstances and not being

tempted to consider that there exists a uniform class of historical visitor attractions

which can all be valued on the same basis regardless of the balance between historic
and rnoderq buildings or the range of facilities provided.

The Committee was satisfied it was appropriate for the Assessor to adopt a hybrid
approach to valuation ofthese subjepts. This is because ofthe type and nature ofthe
unum quid.
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A Committee of this Panel had previously held it appropriate to value the subjects

at

Glencoe Visitor Centre on the contractors principle. In the view of this Committee, the

Glencoe subjects had more in common with the Visitor Centre component of the Appeal
Subjects than many of the comparatives cited by the Appellants. While the Committee

acknowledged it could not look to decisions in prwious revaluations for guidance on

the quantum of value,

it

considered

it

could look to such decisions on issues of
;

fnethodology

- (case of Marks &

Spencer =v- The Assessor for Highland and Islands

Valuation Joint Board l20l3l CSIH 96 per the Lord President atpatagraph 18)'

Gross ieceipts, suitably discounted, appeared to the Committee to be the appropriate

way in which to deal with the valuation of the restaurant and the remainder of the
Appeal Subjects (i.e. the castle ruins and grounds).

The Committee was not persuaded as to the valuation approach of the Appellants
because:-

(a) It appeared to ignore the valuation hypothesis and the annual rent of the subjects

if they were to be let on the open market at the valuation

date on the terms set

out in Section 6(a) of the 1956 Act.

(b) While the Committee accepted that Historic Scotland as a whole is not

a

profit

making organisation, it found, from the evidence presented, thet Historic
Scotland operates the appeal subjects so as

to

generate substantial profit

allowing there to be cross-subsidisation of operations elsewhere. This means
that the appeai subjects constitute a profitable undertaking and that the Practice

Notes on which Mr Martin relied are not automatically applicable- The

t6

methodology contained therein should only be used where

it

can be shown

explicitly to be appropriate.

All but one of the comparisons cited by the Appellants lay out-with the

(c)

Valuation Area. The Committee understands resort should be had to such
rlw where apprbpriate
annrhnrircomparisons ar'e absent
comparisons only

in the

local

Valuation Area. The fact that there may be many out-with this Area about
which the Appellants could readily access information and which it might suit
them to cite is not of itself reason enough to do so. The two comparisons cited

by the,Assessor had been valued on the contractors basis

-

by far the most

contentious element of the valuation of the Appeal Subjects in this case

- and

these appear to the Committee to be more apt for comparison with the relevant
I

component of

the

Appeal Subjects than many of those "imported" by the

Appellants from outwith this area.

:,'

(d) The appellant's comparisons provided valuations agreed for various subjects
but no rental evidence on which to base a comparative valuation.

(e) None of the valuations in the comparables cited by the Appellants had been
tested before

tiS

or a local Valuation Appeal Committee.

Application of Valuation Method
By reference to the Assessor's valuation sheet

- the Committee considered the various

1.

- Production

2 nthe Appellants' bundle

headings set out there:-

Admissions Revenue (in respect of the castle ruins)

-

on the basis of the

evidence led it'seemed to the Committee probable that the revenue figure which

the Assessor had adopted significantly under-estimated the revenue actually
generated and so,

to the extent that the figure is incorrect, it benefits the
l7

Appellants

.

5% was the appropriate proportion of the accepted admissions

revenue to arrive at the value of that part of the unum

2.

Restaurant

i

quid.

- this was not disputed and so the committee held it was fairly

stated in the sum set out in the valuation sheet'

3. Visitor centre -

This was the part most hotly disputed in the Assessor',s

the
vatuation, this being the valuation attributed to the visitor centre under
Contractors PrinciPle.
The GEA was agreed and f,1,700 per

m

a reasonable unit rate to apply to the

was, in the opinion of the Committee,

GEA. The public

areas of the Visitor

justified the application
Centre had been finished to a high standard which

of

the Category 1 Unit Rate as set out in SAA Practice Note 17. The Committee
accepted this rate,should be applied across the whole of the subjects

-

as the

Assessor put it, "warts and a11".
4.

Site

Works

-

The Committee noted Mr Martin's position was that the 20Yo

utt ib,rtubl. to Site Works was too high

- he did not proffer

a settled alternative

proposal. His reference to the only other subjects he was aware of to which a
given
2}%oproportion had been applied being Faslane Nuclear Submarine Base;

the Committee's understanding of the sub-terranean nature of much of the
Appeal
building there, it may, in fact, to that limited extent at least, be apt for the

in
Subjects also. The Committbe accepted that Mr. Gillies' check valuation
respect of this part of the valuation supported his primary valuation'
5.

Fees

6.

Site

-

There was effectively no disagreement on this'

Value

-

The Committee preferred the evidence of the Assessor in this

respect.
7.

De-capitalisation

-

The statutory rate of 5olo was agreed'
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8.

Age ancl Obsolescence Allowance

- The Committee accepted that if the age

and obsolescence allowance had been taken into accotrnt at the wrong part

of

the calculation of value, the effect of that error was to benefit the Appellant.

For all of these reasons the Committee decided to refuse the Appeal with the result that
the Rateable Value of tlie Subjects stands at f.220,000
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